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Abstract— We present a method for sensor-based exploration
of unknown environments by a robotic system equipped with
rangefinders. The method is based on the incremental genera-
tion of a configuration-space data structure called Sensor-based
Exploration Tree (SET). The expansion of the SET is driven
by information at the world level, where the perception process
takes place. In particular, the frontiers of the explored region
are used to guide the search for informative view configurations.
Various exploration strategies may be obtained by instantiating
the general SET method with different sampling techniques.
Two of these are compared by simulations in 2D and 3D worlds.

I. INTRODUCTION

In service applications, robotic systems are often required

to carry out given tasks in environments that are partially

or completely unknown. Sensing, planning and motion ex-

ecution must then be appropriately interlaced in order to

discover and navigate the portions of the environment that

are relevant to the assigned task. For example, sensor-based

motion planning addresses the problem of finding a collision-

free path from a start configuration to a goal configuration

in an unknown environment [1], [2].

A related but different scenario is sensor-based explo-

ration, in which the problem is to ‘cover’ the environment

as much as possible with sensory perceptions. Often, this is

aimed at building a map of the environment, which can then

be used to plan and execute further actions; however, this

may not be required, e.g., if the objective is simply to locate

a lost object.

A consistent amount of literature deals with sensor-based

exploration using single-body mobile robots. Typically, it is

assumed that the robot is disk-shaped and equipped with

an omnidirectional laser rangefinder. For this problem, there

exist many exploration algorithms which fall into the class

of frontier-based strategies [3]–[7]. These are based on the

idea that the robot should approach the boundary between

explored and unexplored areas of the environments in order

to maximize the expected utility of robot motions.

The problem of exploring an unknown world with a multi-

body robotic system, such as a fixed or mobile manipulator,

is more challenging. This is essentially due to the fact that

the sensing space (the world) and the planning space (the

configuration space) are very different in nature. In particular,
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the former is a Euclidean space of dimension 2 or 3, while

the latter is a manifold in the presence of angular coordinates

and has dimension equal to the number of dof’s of the robot,

typically 6 or more. While frontiers at the world level clearly

retain their informative value, using this information to plan

actions in configuration space is not straightforward. In the

literature, few works exist that address this problem mainly

for fixed-base manipulators, e.g., see [8]–[11].

In this work, we present the SET (Sensor-based Explo-

ration Tree) method, a frontier-based exploration strategy for

general robotic systems that can be seen as an extension of

the method for mobile robots described in [7], [12]. The

basic idea is to guide the robot so as to bring the sensory

system to perform a depth-first exploration of the world,

progressively sensing regions that are contiguous from the

viewpoint of sensor location. The information gathered about

the free space is mapped to a configuration space roadmap

which is built via a sampling procedure. The latter is used

to select a new view configuration, which is added to the

SET. In the exploration process, the robot alternates forward-

ing/backtracking motions on the SET, which essentially acts

as an Ariadne’s thread.

Two main exploration strategies can be obtained instanti-

ating the proposed general method with different sampling

techniques. In the first, the roadmap is expanded using a

global sampling approach. In the second, the roadmap is built

in the form of a forest of connected trees, each rooted at a

distinct view configuration and grown through a ‘local’ sam-

pling procedure. The two proposed strategies are compared

by simulations using various robots in different scenes.

The paper is organized as follows. The problem setting is

given in Sect. II. A general exploration strategy is outlined

in Sect. III, and the useful concept of free boundary is

introduced in Sect. IV. Based on this, the SET method is

presented in Sect. V. Simulation results in different worlds

are reported and discussed in Sect. VI. Some extensions of

the present work are mentioned in the concluding section.

II. GENERAL PROBLEM SETTING

The robot ‘wakes up’ in a unknown world populated by

obstacles. It has to explore an build a model of the world.

Exploration is performed by ‘covering’ the world as much

as possible with sensory perceptions.

We start with a problem formulation suitable for general
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robotic systems. This setting will be particularized to a spe-

cific case when describing the proposed exploration strategy.

A. Robot and World Models

The robot is called R. It consists of a kinematic chain of

r rigid bodies (r ≥ 1) interconnected by elementary joints.

This description includes: fixed-base manipulators, single-

body mobile robots and multiple-body mobile robots, such

as vehicles with trailers, snake-like robots, humanoids and

mobile manipulators.

The world W is a compact subset of IRN , with N = 2 or

3. It represents the physical space in which the robot moves

and perceives.W contains static obstacles Oj , j = 1, 2, ..., p,

each one a compact connected subset of W . The boundary

∂W is assumed to act as a ‘fence’ and is therefore considered

as an obstacle. The obstacle region O is the union of ∂W
and all the obstacles Oj , j = 1, 2, ..., p. The free world is

Wfree =W \O.

The robot configuration space is denoted by C and a robot

configuration by q. Let R(q) be the compact region of W
occupied by the robot at q. Define the C-obstacle region CO
as the set of configurations q such that R(q) ∩ O 6= ∅. The

free configuration space is Cfree = C \ CO.

B. Sensor Model

The robot is equipped with a system of m exteroceptive

sensors, whose operation is formalized as follows.

Assuming1 that the robot is at q, denote by Fi(q) ⊂ IRN

the compact region occupied by the i-th sensor field of view,

which is assumed to be star-shaped with respect to the sensor

center si(q) ∈ W . For instance, in IR2, Fi(q) can be a

circular sector with apex si(q), opening angle αi and radius

Ri, where the latter is the perception range (see Fig. 1, left).

The (total) sensor field at q is F(q), defined as the union of

all the Fi(q) for i = 1, 2, ...,m.

Given a robot configuration q, a point p ∈ W is said to be

visible from the i-th sensor if p ∈ Fi(q) and the open line

segment joining p and si(q) does not intersect ∂O∪ ∂R(q).
At each configuration q, the robot sensory system returns

(see Fig. 1 right):

• the visible free region (or view) V(q), which collects all

the points of Wfree that are visible from at least one

sensor,

• the visible obstacle boundary B(q) = ∂O ∪ ∂V(q),
which collects all the points of ∂O that are visible from

at least one sensor.

The above sensor is an idealization of a ‘continuous’

rangefinder. In practice, such a sensor may be realized by

a rotating laser rangefinder, which returns the distance to

the nearest obstacle point along all the directions (rays)

contained in its field of view (with a certain resolution).

Another sensory system which satisfies the above description

is a stereoscopic camera.

1In what follows, it is assumed that the placement of the sensor center is
uniquely determined by the robot configuration q. If the sensor is not rigidly
attached to the robot (e.g., if it can autonomously rotate around a certain
2D or 3D axis, or is mounted on a pan-tilt platform), it is then necessary
to include the corresponding dof’s in vector q.
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Fig. 1. Left: sensor centers si(q) and si+1(q), and the associated fields
of view Fi(q) and Fi+1(q) when the robot is at configuration q. Right:
The view V(q) and the visible obstacle boundary B(q).

C. Exploration task

The robot explores the world through a sequence of

view-plan-move actions. Each configuration where a view

is acquired is called a view configuration. Let q0 be the

initial robot configuration and q1, q2, ..., qk the sequence of

view configurations assumed by the robot up to the k-th

exploration step. When the exploration starts, all the initial

robot endogenous knowledge can be expressed as

E0 = R(q0) ∪ V(q0), (1)

where R(q0) represents the free volume that the robot body

occupies (computed on the basis of proprioceptive sensors)

and V(q0) is the view at q0 (provided by exteroceptive

sensors). At step k ≥ 1, the explored region is

Ek = V(qk) ∪ Ek−1.

Since an obvious requirement is R(qk) ⊂ Ek−1 for any k,

we have

Ek = R(q0) ∪

(
k⋃

i=0

V(qi)

)
.

A point p ∈ Wfree is defined explored at step k if it is

contained in Ek and unexplored otherwise. At each step k,

Ek ⊆ Wfree is the current estimate of the free world.

A configuration q is safe at step k if R(q) ⊂ Ek. The

safe region Sk collects all the configurations that are safe at

step k. Note that Sk ⊆ Cfree represents a configuration-space

image of Ek and is the current estimate of Cfree. A path in

C is safe at step k if it is completely contained in Sk. The

goal of the exploration is to expand Ek as much as possible

as k increases.

III. EXPLORATION STRATEGIES

Assume the robot can associate an information gain I(q, k)
to any (safe) q at step k. This is an estimate of the world

information which can be discovered by acquiring a view

from q at the current step.

Consider the k-th exploration step, which starts with

the robot at qk. Let Qk ⊂ Sk be the informative safe
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SET METHOD

1 update SET and world model

2 extract local free boundary LFB(qk, k)
3 if local free boundary is not empty

4 (qk+1, U(qk+1))← search configuration with maximum utility inside current admissible set D(qk, k) %search%

5 else

6 U(qk+1)← 0
7 if U(qk+1) ≥ Umin %minimum utility check%

8 plan a safe path connecting qk to qk+1

9 move to qk+1 and acquire sensor view %forwarding%

10 else

11 move to parent configuration %backtracking%

Fig. 2. A pseudocode description of the k-th iteration of the SET method in which the robot starts at qk .

region, i.e., the set of configurations which have non-zero

information gain and can be reached from qk through a path

that is safe at step k. In a general exploration strategy, the

next view configuration qk+1 is chosen in Qk ∩ D(qk, k)
according to some selection criterion (e.g., information gain

maximization). The set D(qk, k) ⊆ C denotes an admissible

set around qk at step k: its shape and size determines the

‘locality’ of the search. For example, if D(qk, k) = C, a

global search is performed, whereas if D(qk, k) is a small

neighborhood of qk the search is local in scope.

When Qk ∩D(qk, k) is not empty, i.e., the admissible set

at step k contains informative configurations, a safe motion

is performed towards the new selected view configuration

(forwarding). Otherwise, the robot returns back towards a

previously visited view configuration (backtracking).

The exploration can be considered completed at step k if

Qk = ∅, i.e., there is no configuration q ∈ Sk such that (1) a

new view at q can extend the current explored region (2) the

robot can reach q from qk through a path which is safe at

step k.

In order to completely characterize an exploration strategy,

one needs to define (i) the set D(qk, k) (ii) the information

gain (iii) the selection strategy. In practice, due the complex-

ity of the map from Ek to Sk, it is also crucial to define an

efficient procedure to compute Qk ∩ D(qk, k).

IV. THE FREE BOUNDARY

A useful tool, which provides information about Qk with-

out requiring its explicit computation, is the free boundary

(also called frontier2 in the literature [3]–[7]) of the explored

region. At step k, the boundary of the explored region ∂Ek

is the union of two disjoint sets:

• the obstacle boundary ∂Ek
obs, i.e., the part of ∂E which

is made by detected obstacle surfaces;

• the free boundary ∂Ek
free, i.e., the complement of ∂Ek

obs,

which leads to potentially explorable areas.

The obstacle boundary ∂Ek
obs can be computed as the union

of all the visible obstacle boundaries B(qi), i = 1, 2, ..., k,

2In this paper, we prefer to avoid the word ‘frontier’ which can be easily
confused with ‘boundary’.

collected by the robot up to the k-th step. The free boundary

∂Ek
free is then computed as ∂Ek \ ∂Ek

obs.

The free boundary has some useful properties. Given a

safe configuration q, one has the following implications

F(q) ∩ ∂Ek
free = ∅ ⇒ I(q, k) = 0 (2)

i.e., if no free boundary is present in the total field at q,

then nothing can be discovered by acquiring a view from q.

Moreover one has

∂Ek
free = ∅ ⇒ Qk = ∅. (3)

In fact, if the free boundary is empty, no more unexplored

points remain in Wfree and the exploration is complete. The

converse of (2) and (3) is not true in general.

In the light of the above implications, and thanks to the

low computational cost of the boundary, the central idea

of the SET method is to guide the robot towards those

configurations q ∈ D(qk, k) at which F(q) ∩ ∂Ek
free 6= ∅.

V. THE SET METHOD

In the SET Method, the robot incrementally builds the

Sensor-based Exploration Tree (SET) data structure. Each

node of the SET represents a view configuration, while an

arc between two nodes represent a safe path joining the two

view configurations.

An exploration cycle of the SET algorithm is shown in

Fig. 2. We first give a quick commentary of these steps, and

then discuss their structure in some detail.

The robot starts at qk. First, the SET data structure and

the world model are updated (line 1). In particular, if a new

view configuration has been reached at the previous iteration:

a new corresponding node is inserted in the SET, a new arc

is created between the previous and the new node, the new

acquired view is merged in the world model (Ek, ∂Ek
obs).

Next, the local free boundary LFB(qk, k) is extracted (line

2). Loosely speaking, it contains any portion of free boundary

which is visible by the sensor from some q ∈ D(qk, k) (see

Sect. V-B for further details). It is defined so that it can be

easily computed and the following implication holds:

LFB(qk, k) = ∅ ⇒ D(qk, k) ∩Qk = ∅ (4)
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SEARCH WITH GLOBAL GROWTH

1 Gk ← globally expand roadmap Gk−1

2 D̂ ← extract from Gk the subset of configurations falling inside current admissible set D(qk, k)

3 (qk+1, U(qk+1)) ← find configuration in D̂ with maximum utility

Fig. 4. A pseudocode description of the search strategy with Global Growth (GG). An instance of the search at the k-th iteration is shown.

SEARCH WITH LOCAL GROWTH

1 T k ← expand tree rooted at qk within C-space ball with center qk and radius δ %local search%

2 D̂ ← extract from T k the subset of configurations falling inside admissible set D(qk, k)

3 (qk+1, U(qk+1)) ← find configuration in D̂ with maximum utility

4 if U(qk+1) < Umin %global search%

5 Lk ← expand ‘lazy’ tree rooted at qk inside D(qk, k) %constrained expansion - no collision-checking%

6 D̂ ← extract from Lk a subset of configurations which are safe at step k and have utility U ≥ Umin

7 (qk+1, U(qk+1)) ← find a configuration in D̂ reachable from qk

Fig. 5. A pseudocode description of the search strategy with Local Growth (LG). An instance of the search at the k-th iteration is shown.

in order to reduce possible erratic behaviors. However, as

shown in the following sections, the proposed definition of

D(qk, k) and an appropriate search strategy (see Sect. V-D.2)

naturally limit erratic behaviors.

D. Search Strategies

During the exploration, a model of the configuration space

is incrementally updated for (i) searching new view con-

figurations and (ii) performing planning operations. Since

manipulators typically have high-dimensional configuration

spaces, it is convenient to use sampling based approaches to

incrementally grow a roadmap which captures the connec-

tivity of the current safe region.

In particular, let Gk be the roadmap built at step k in the

safe region Sk. In Gk, a node represents a configuration that

is safe at step k, while an arc between two nodes represents

a local path that is safe at step k and connects the two

configurations.

Once Ek is computed merging V(qk) with Ek−1, the

roadmap Gk is obtained expanding Gk−1. During this ex-

pansion process, additional sampled configurations which

are safe at step k are added to Gk−1. In order to find

these configurations a collision checking is performed in

the reconstructed world model at step k: according to this

model, Ek is the available free world and ∂Ek is the obstacle

boundary. Note that, in this framework, the SET built at step

k represents the path actually traveled by the robot on the

roadmap Gk.

Two main instances of the SET method can be obtained

depending on the strategy used for growing the roadmap.

SET with Global Growth (SET-GG), which iteratively per-

forms a global extension of the roadmap. SET with Local

Growth (SET-LG), which builds the roadmap in the form of

a forest of trees, each one ‘locally’ grown around a stored

view configuration.
1) SET-GG: In this strategy the roadmap Gk is globally

expanded using a sampling-based approach such as (i) a

multi-query PRM algorithm or (ii) a single-query single-

tree algorithm (RRT or EST). A pseudocode description

of the strategy is shown in Fig. 4. At first, the roadmap

Gk−1 is globally expanded to obtain Gk (line 1). Here,

one of the above mentioned sampling-based techniques is

used. Then, the subset D̂ of configurations falling inside

the current admissible set D(qk, k) is extracted from Gk

(line 2). Note that D̂ represents an estimate of D(qk, k).
At this point, qk+1 is found as a configuration of D̂ with

maximum utility U(qk+1) (line 3). It is worth noting that

this approach inherently performs a uniform sampling over

the free configuration space.

2) SET-LG: Here, the roadmap Gk is built in the form of

a connected forest of trees. Each of these trees is rooted at

a distinct view configuration. Hence, in this case, a node of

the SET represents a view configuration together with the

tree rooted at that configuration. Note that, at each step, the

SET-LG preliminary performs a local growth around qk in

the attempt to locally maximize the utility function, then,

when no local informed configurations are found, it allows

a global search (performing occasional long jumps).

A pseudocode description of the SET-LG strategy is shown

in Fig. 5. At first, a tree T k rooted at the current configura-

tion qk is expanded (line 1). Its expansion is constrained

within a C-space ball with center qk and radius δ. Here

a single-query single-tree algorithm such as RRT or EST

can be used. Next, the subset D̂ of configurations falling

inside the current admissible set D(qk, k) is extracted from

T k (line 2). At this point, a candidate view configuration

qk+1 is found as a configuration of D̂ with maximum utility

U(qk+1) (line 3).

Note that in this first phase, the locally constrained ex-

pansion generates candidate view configurations which are

distant from qk at most δ. This mechanism automatically

limits the navigation cost of the next robot motion and avoids

the problematic definition of a mixed utility function (where

an explicit penalty must be put on traveled distance in order

to avoid problematic behaviors).

Afterwards, if U(qk+1) ≥ Umin, qk+1 becomes the new

view configuration and the search routine return. Otherwise,
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a global search in the set D(qk, k) is performed. This is

accomplished in three steps (line 5–7). At first (line 5), a tree

Lk rooted at qk is expanded in the admissible set D(qk, k):
during this constrained expansion no collision checking is

performed (‘lazy’ expansion). Here, RRTs are preferable for

their rapid C-space exploration. Next (line 6), a subset D̂
of configurations which are safe at step k and have utility

U ≥ Umin are extracted from Lk. Then (line 7), a single-

query planner is invoked to find a configuration of D̂ which

is reachable through a path that is safe at step k. If this

planner fails to find reachable configurations, then it returns

U(qk+1) = 0. In simulations, we obtained excellent results

building D̂ just as a single configuration with maximum

utility.

It is worth noting that the SET-LG mainly performs a

non-uniform sampling over the free configuration space. In

fact, the distinct trees rooted at the view configurations may

expand in overlapping C-space regions. This unwanted result

can be almost avoided by suitably selecting the radius δ of

the constraining C-space balls.

E. Path Planning

Once a new view configuration qk+1 has been selected,

the path-planner must compute a safe path connecting qk

to qk+1. In the SET method, planning depends on the used

search strategy.

In SET-GG, a safe path can be easily found on the roadmap

Gk. In SET-LG, two cases are possible: 1) qk+1 belongs

to the tree T k 2) qk+1 belongs to the lazy tree Lk. In

the first case, a safe path can be easily found on T k. In

the second case, the adopted search strategy (Fig. 5, line

7) automatically returns a path that is safe at step k. For

simplicity, this has not been made explicit in the pseudocode.

VI. SIMULATIONS

In this section we report simulation results obtained im-

plementing the presented SET-based exploration strategies

in Move3D [15], a software platform developed at LAAS-

CNRS and dedicated to motion planning4. The proposed

algorithms have been extensively tested in several scenes

(both in 2D and 3D worlds) using different robot manip-

ulators (both fixed-base and mobile manipulators). For lack

of space, we report here only the results obtained in the six

scenes depicted in Fig. 6. The first three refer to fixed-base

planar manipulators in which the last revolute joint is used

to rotate the rangefinder within a 120◦ planar cone. The last

three scenes contain spatial manipulators with the last two

revolute joints used to rotate the sensor within a 120◦×120◦

spatial cone. In all the cases the rangefinder is used with a

perception range R = 1.2 m and opening angle α = 80◦

(each robot link length approximatively ranges from 0.3 m

to 0.8 m). Its linear and angular resolutions are respectively

0.01 m and 1◦. At the start of the exploration E0 is assumed

to be known from an exogenous source (often a reasonable

assumption) and is not computed through the ‘bootstrap’

4Move3D is at the origin of the product KineoWorks currently marketed
by the company Kineo CAM (www.kineocam.com).

Fig. 6. Top: 2D scenes (from left to right): A6R, B7R, C9R. Bottom: 3D
scenes (from left to right), D6R, E5R, F9R. In each world name, the first
character identifies the environment, while the last two refer to the number
of robot revolute (R) joints.

formula (1). In particular, E0 is a free box containing the

robot at q0 and its size is 200% of R(q0) ∪ V(q0) on the

average.

In all the simulations, we used 2D or 3D gridmaps as

world model (with a 0.1m grid resolution). Quadtrees/octrees

were conveniently utilized to represent (and efficiently op-

erate on) the free boundary and the obstacle boundary.

Simulations were performed on a Intel Centrino Duo 2x1.8

GHz, 2GB RAM, running Fedora Core 8.

A. Sampling Methods

As described above, the SET method uses sampling-based

methods to find the next view configuration in the current

admissible set D(qk, k). In SET-GG, the global roadmap Gk

is incrementally expanded using PRM or RRT.

In SET-LG, we found that the RRT method is more

preferable. In particular, RRT-Extend is used for building the

local tree T k (Fig. 5, line 1) around the current configuration

qk, while RRT-Connect is more conveniently used for lazy

tree expansions5 (Fig. 5, line 5). Bidirectional RRT-Connect

is then used as a single-query planner to find path towards the

candidate configurations extracted form the lazy tree (Fig. 5,

line 7).

In all these methods, kd-trees are utilized to efficiently

perform nearest neighbor searches, uniform random sampling

is applied, path smoothing is performed in order to ‘filter’

the jaggedness of the planned paths. Note that the design of

an appropriate metric is critical for an efficient exploration

of the configuration space [16].

B. Parameter Choice

The presented SET-based algorithms contain various pa-

rameters. For sake of clarity, we recall them below.

• Selection Parameters. These are ρ, the radius of the

world ball which implicitly defines the admissible set, and

5Due to its more ‘aggressive’ attitude in C-space explorations.
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World NS W% T NNGR CDC

A6R 42 (0.76%) 100.00% (0.00%) 16.2 min 52689 446314

B7R 42 (0.62%) 98.67% (0.08%) 13.4 min 40218 383995

C9R 51 (3.40%) 98.53% (0.087%) 45.86 min 14571 339952

D6R 80 (0.00%) 92.7% (0.082%) 46.2 min 45405 253504

E5R 45 (0.54%) 94.50% (0.284%) 42.4 min 32664 271735

F9R 43 (1.33%) 100.00% (0.000%) 29.8 min 34822 262885

Fig. 7. Results obtained with SET-LG: Averages values with their relative
variances (in brackets).

Umin = Imin, the minimum required information gain for the

next view configuration. In simulations, we obtained very

good performances with ρ ≃ R. In all scenes, ρ = 1000mm

and Umin is set equal to three times a voxel volume.

• RRT Parameters. Each RRT expansion is performed for

a maximum number of iterations Kmax. Moreover, in SET-

LG, a C-space ball with radius δ is used for constraining

the preliminary local tree expansion (Fig. 5, line 1). For

local and global RRT expansions we found very good results

with Kmax ≃ 3000, whereas, for lazy expansions we used

Kmax ≃ 7000. As for the bidirectional RRT, an even

higher number of iterations was required (Kmax ≃ 40000).

Typically, we set δ ≃ 0.1δM where δM is the maximum

distance between two points in the robot configuration space.

This selection typically reduces the non-uniform sampling

problem of SET-LG.

C. Performance Indexes

The performances of the algorithms are evaluated in terms

of the following indexes.

• Number of Scans, denoted by NS. It is the total number

of view configurations stored in the SET at the end of

exploration.

• World Coverage, denoted byW%. It represents the percent-

age of the free world included in the final explored region.

Note that this percentage is evaluated w.r.t. to an estimate

of the free world which can be explored by the robot, i.e.,

the set of points p ∈ Wfree such that p ∈ V(q) for some

q ∈ Cfree.

• Simulation Time, denoted by T . It is the overall time

required to simulate a robot exploration. Note that, during

simulations, many threads run at the same time (these

include sensor simulation, world/robot/map visualization,

path smoothing) and their computational costs affect the

overall simulation time. It is worth reporting that the average

simulation time significantly decrease (by 30% on the aver-

age) if only the fundamental exploration threads run during

simulations (e.g., 3D visualization, path smoothing are off).

• Collision Detection Calls, denoted by CDC. It is the total

number of collision detection calls performed during an

exploration.

• Number of Nodes of the Global Roadmap, denoted by

NNGR. It is the total number of nodes belonging to the

roadmap Gk at the end of exploration.

D. Results

Two typical exploration processes obtained with SET-LG

are depicted in Figs. 8 and 9. Note that the obstacles (in blue)

are unknown to the robot. Indeed, they are incrementally re-

constructed during the exploration and their known portions

Fig. 8. Exploration process in world B7R.

Fig. 9. Exploration process in world D6R.

are represented by the obstacle boundary ∂Ek
obs (light-blue

cells). In each frame, the free boundary ∂Ek
free (red cells)

is also shown. In Fig. 8 (a 2D world), the free boundary

is always completely depicted and the explored region Ek

can be clearly identified as the portion of space enclosed by

∂Ek = ∂Ek
obs∪∂Ek

free. Conversely, in Fig. 9, only the internal

portions of the free boundary (which can collide with the

robot) are shown.
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A typical exploration in worlds C9R and F9R is shown

in the video clip attachment to the paper. Other simulations

(including snake-like robots) are available at the webpage

http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/˜labrob/research/SET.html.

Figure 7 summarizes results obtained with SET-LG. In

view of the randomized nature of our method, these are

averaged over 20 simulation runs (relative variances are

reported in brackets). Note that the average world coverage is

always close to 100% in all the worlds (with an almost zero

relative variance). This very good performance shows that

exploration was always (almost) completed by the algorithm.

Note that a complete exploration can be forced by setting

Umin = 0 (at the cost of increasing the simulation time).

E. Comparison of SET-LG with SET-GG

For lack of space, results obtained with SET-GG are not

here reported. However, simulations showed that SET-LG

performs much better than SET-GG, both in terms of speed

of search and simulation time. In particular, we found that,

for the same maximum number of iterations Kmax, the world

coverage of SET-GG decreases on the average by 10% w.r.t.

SET-LG, whereas simulation time increases by 40%.

These results can be justified by a comparative analysis of

the two methods. At each step, the SET-method has two main

computational costs: the first is due to the extension of the

roadmap Gk, while the second depends on the extraction of

a subset of candidate configurations lying in D(qk, k) from

the roadmap.

In particular, at each step, SET-GG expands a global

roadmap Gk which spreads uniformly over the whole safe

region as k increases. Clearly, the number of nodes stored

in Gk continuously grows. This causes a parallel continuous

increment of both the computational costs described above.

On the other hand, at each step, SET-LG expands a

new local tree T k around the current view configuration

qk. Each of these trees, by construction, has a bounded

number of nodes. Hence, with such mechanism, both the

described computational costs are in principle bounded and

held constant.

The local growth performed by SET-LG brings another

important advantage. It inherently focuses the search process

around the current view configuration qk. This is typically

convenient since, at least in the initial stages of the ex-

ploration, new informative configurations are likely to be

contained in a neighbourhood of the last view configuration

qk. On the other hand, global roadmap expansion results in

the problematic dispersion of new samples in uninformative

configuration-space regions. Also, smaller traveled distance

in C-space means less energy and smaller exploration time.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a method for sensor-based exploration

of unknown environments by a general robotic system

equipped with rangefinders. The method is based on the

incremental generation of a data structure called Sensor-

based Exploration Tree (SET). The generation of the next

action is driven by information at the world level, where the

perception process takes place. In particular, the frontiers

of the explored region are used to guide the search for in-

formative view configurations. Various exploration strategies

may be obtained by instantiating the general SET method

with different sampling techniques. Two of these, SET-GG

and SET-LG have been described and critically compared by

simulations in 2D and the 3D worlds. We showed that the

local growth performed by SET-LG has advantages.

We are currently working to carry out a completeness

analysis of the SET algorithm. Moreover, a SET

algorithm for robotic systems provided with

many rangefinders is currently under testing (see

http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/˜labrob/research/SET.html).

Future works will also address the inclusion of uncertainty

both in the sensor model and world representation.
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